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emitting, when moderately heated, a light equal to 30 standard
candles, have a resistance of about 100 Ohms when cold. I have
made them of twice that resistance, but even then it would >be
impossible to feed at a distance a large group of lamps arranged in
parallel arc with a small conducting wire.

I have said nothing about cost, beyond giving you one or two
facts, which will afiford you the basis of an approximately correct
computation, and from which it will appear that while, by the
incandescence of thin conductors of carbon, a certain current does
not give so large a return in light as when employed to produce
the electric arc between carbon points on a large scale, yet the
amount of light developed by a given expenditure of power is
amply sufficient to warrant the statement that it is an economical
source of light.

I will now turn the current on to the lamps, and, if the
arrangements which have kindly been made by Mr. Ward and
Mr. Fleetwood are what I expect, we shall see how they behave
in the presence of so critical an audience.

The PRESIDENT : It is not often, gentlemen, that we hear such
a round of applause in this room as has greeted the completion of
this admirable and excellent paper. But that applause was richly
and deservedly merited, and no formal vote of thanks to Mr. Swan
is needed; but to follow out our ordinary rule, I will ask one or two
of those gentlemen whose names are associated with Electric
Lighting to carry out our course of proposing a vote of thanks
before the close of this meeting. But, first, I should like some of
the members present to elicit further information from Mr. Swan
by questions, or to add further interest to the paper by any com-
ments they may wish to make upon it. There are present among
us Gas Engineers, who may perhaps feel a little uncomfortable ;
there are also present Electrical Engineers, who are following the
progress of Electric Lighting as a profession, or for the love of their
profession, and I will ask each and all of such gentlemen to. add
interest to the paper, either by relating their original experience,
or by criticising, if they can, the very admirable lecture we have
just listened to. There is Mr. Crompton, for instance, whose name.
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has been mentioned already by Mr. Swan, and whom we all know,
and who has recently been the successful competitor in an Electric
Light Exhibition, with his arc lamp.

Mr. CEOMPTON : When Mr. Swan first showed me this beautiful
light, I felt for a moment as if I were a gas shareholder, and that
my means of existence and vocation as a manufacturer of electric
arc machinery was most seriously threatened ; on second thoughts
I saw that there was room for us all.

I have been to Newcastle and seen the light in its home,
measured the currents used, and satisfied myself of the easy
adaptability of the light for domestic use.

As regards the economy, I think it will be found that the lights
shown to-night, although not so economical as the large arc lights
such as I have been using, will be more economical than the smaller
arc lights used by those who subdivide the current to any extent.
In comparing the economy with that of gas, I think Mr. Swan
showed conclusively at Newcastle that a certain quantity of gas
used in a Crossley gas engine to drive a Gramme dynamo-electric
machine and 20 of Mr. Swan's small lights, gave a better illumi-
nating effect than the same quantity of gas used through ordinary
burners, in the ratio of 2 to 1. Perhaps, if the best Argand burners
are used, the ratio would not be more than 1*5 to 1. But in makino-
calculations of the relative economy of this new light, we must not
lose sight of the fact that a very slight difference in the direction
of reducing the resistance of these delicate filaments of carbon, by
shortening them, makes an enormous alteration in the amount of
light obtainable from a given current power. If I mistake not,
Mr. Swan showed to me that by reducing the length of the filament
one-half, thereby halving its resistance, a five-fold light was
obtained. The question at once suggests itself, How far will the
durability of the lamp be effected by this shortening of the
filament % as of course the action over the smaller surface of carbon
is enormously intensified. I think the problem Mr. Swan has now
to work out is, the exact degree of current action to which he can
submit the carbon and yet get a fair life out of it. There is no
doubt that the public, when crying out for an electric light suitable
for domestic purposes, do not look for % light somewhat more dingy
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than the gaslight they now possess, and they will not be satisfied
with units of ten candles such as the row of lamps on the small
frame in the centre of the room. Mr. Swan will have to be pre-
pared to improve his manufacture until he gets a lamp that will
last for at least two months, standing such a current as is now
being passed through the lamps on the large frame. With the
above duration of two months only, I think such a lamp will
easily beat gas in economy.

As an arc lighter, I do not accept Mr. Swan's sweeping state-
ment that the uses for the arc light are very few: in my opinion
they are very considerable, and increase daily. People are begin-
ning to be no longer satisfied with having their streets, squares,
and enormous railway stations dimly lighted throughout a stra-
tum twelve feet high from the ground : they want the whole place
illuminated from floor to ceiling, from pavement to the top of, the
houses. This can be, and is done by the arc light well and econo-
mically, and I do not think that Mr. Swan will be able to touch us
here with his small incandescent lamps.

Dr. J. HOPKINSON stated that he did not think small arc lights
were necessarily wanting in economy. The probable reason of the
low economy actually obtained with small arc lamps was that they
had generally been produced by an alternating current, and there
were theoretical reasons why an alternating current should be less
economical with an arc lamp than a continuous current. These
reasons did not apply with the same force to an incandescent lamp.

Mr. ALEXANDEE SIEMENS: I agree generally with Mr.
Crompton that the arc light is not superseded by Mr. Swan's lamp;
but Mr. Swain's remarks as to the applicability of the arc light
ought to be judged in a different way than as put by Mr. Swan.
If it is desired to illuminate a large space imperfectly, it may be
done by a large number of small lamps, but if it is to be lighted
brilliantly, in my opinion nothing better can at present be found
than the arc light. Any one visiting the British Museum will find
the reading-room of that institution illuminated about as perfectly
as 'possible by arc lights. Small lights have been tried in the same
room, but were found wanting. In point of economy I do not think
that small lights, are as cheap as arc lights, but for small rooms and
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inhere a division of the light is desirable, small lights only are
applicable. As to the competition of the Electric Light versus
Gas, I have very little to add, but think it is quite right on Mr.
Swan's part not to imitate some American friends of ours and say
that his lights would supersede gas at once. On the contrary, Mr.
Swan throws out hope for the gas shareholders, and I believe my-
self that competition will increase the uses to which gas may be
put, such as heating and cooking, which extension of the gas field
•will make room, perhaps slowly, but surely, for small electric lights
for rooms and domestic illumination, but will not destroy the
utility of the arc light for large areas and buildings.

Mr. BEELY had enjoyed listening to the paper, so far as his
knowledge of the English language would permit him to do so,
while it was being read. He would have some observations to
make on the subject, but preferred to postpone them until he had
carefully read the paper, and properly digested it. It was his
opinion tha't the future would not belong entirely to small lamps,
for if it were not desirable to concentrate light, the present
system of gas lighting gave every facility for infinite subdivision ;
yet in many cases concentration by sun-burners and such like
alone was aimed at.

Professor TYNDALL, F.K.S.: I have merely to congratulate Mr.
Swan on the success of his long.continued course of experiments.
They promise to be very important. The question remaining to
be decided is one which he himself has touched upon, and that is
the durability and freedom from accident, whether through shocks
or through changes in the supply of electricity of these extra,
ordinary filaments of carbon, regarding which my curiosity is
something similar to that of Dr. Hopkinson. I believe that small
and handy lamps such as Mr. Swan describes may possibly be
turned to account in our coal mines. It would be easy to enclose
such small lamps in water, so that they might thereby be protected
from any possible connection with the explosive gases of the mine.
We are therefore in a field which I trust may be explored with
the view of rendering less numerous those shocking calamities
which distress us from time to time. I will only repeat the wish
that Mr. Swan may go forward to still further successes, and that
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when they are duly tested he will find his filaments of carbon,
durable, and not liable to be easily deranged. This is the point
of chief importance as regards the practical aspect of the question.
Continued experiments will determine this point, and should it be
settled satisfactorily, it may be said that Mr. Swan's success has
been completed.

Mr. J. N. SHOOLBRED : Like previous speakers, I find it
difficult, without any precise knowledge as to the nature and
mode of manufacture of Mr. Swan's carbon lamps, to dwell
upon the merits of the system, unless it is to admire the soft and
pleasing effect produced generally, and to await a fuller
acquaintance with the system before attempting to pronounce any
definite opinion as to its merit relatively to that of other electric
lights.

Upon one or two of Mr. Swan's remarks on the arc lights,
made in the earlier part of his paper, I would, however, make a
few observations. First, as to the absence of accurate information
with the respect to the intensity of the arc light afforded by those
systems which provide a number from a single electric machine.

It may be interesting to mention that, at the St. Lazare
Station of the Western of France Railway, in Paris, a number of
very accurate photometric measurements were carried out in 1878,
by the officials of that railway, upon a series of Lontin lights ; 18
of which, supplied from two sets of alternate-current machines of
that system, were then in use at that station. Each light was
found to have, on an average, an intensity of about 570 candles,
measured on the horizontal.

I entirely coincide with Mr. Swan in deploring that the trials
of the several systems of electric lights, at the recent exhibition of
apparatus for lighting, &c, held at the Burnbank Drill Hall,
Glasgow, were not carried out in their entirety, especially as
regards the "Brush" system. For by this system are produced
a number of moderate sized arc lights from one continuous-current
machine; a counterpart, to a certain degree, of what is effected
by the "Lontin" system with an alternating-current machine.
An accurate knowledge of the intensity of each of the Brush lights,
and of its proportionate expenditure of mechanical energy, would
therefore, in the interests of science, have been of much value.
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The proportion of candle-power per horse-power with the
larger arc lights, one on a circuit, such as on the Gramme and on
the Siemens systems, arrived at by accurate photometric and
other measurements by several independent observers, may be
taken as ranging from 1,000 to 1,200 canciles, measured on the
horizontal. -'

It may also be of interest to e'ndeavotir to form a rpugh
approximation of the: proportion of power taken by the lamps of
Mr. Swan, now in this room, I am informed that they are
supplied with the electric current from a " B " size Gramme
machine. If so, it would probably be absorbing from 4 to 5
horse-power. There are before us twelve glass globes lighting the
room, each containing three of MJ\ Swan's incandescent carbon
lamps, of probably 20 candle-power each. Hence we shall have
12 X 3 x 20 = 720 candles' intensity altogether, which, being
divided by 4 horse-power, gives 180 candles' intensity as the result
of each horse-power expended; a result considerably less econo-
mical than with any of the arc lights.

Indeed, Mr. Swan's system, while extending electric lighting
to the domain of domestic use, does not appear to interfere with
the sphere of the ordinary carbon lights, more especially of the
arc lights, the economy of which still remains undisturbed.

The success of Mr. Swan's system of electric lighting depends
entirely, as has been said by Professor Tyndall and by other
speakers, upon the durability of the lamp, so as to remain fit for
use without being renewed for at least several months.

Professor AYETON: Without troubling ourselves about the form
of dynamo-electric machine or of steam engine which Mr. Swan is,,
employing, the information he has himself given us will enable a
calculation at once to be made of the relative economy of his
incandescent lamps and a good arc lamp. One weber of current
passing through an incandescent lamp, with an electro-motive force
of 100 volts maintained on the two sides of it, produced, Mr. Swan
tells us, 60 candles illumination. But this amount of electric energy
we know is equivalent to 0"134 horse-power absorbed in the incan-
descent carbon filament. But one horse-power will, with the arc
produce a light of 1,200 candles, including the waste of energy
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in the dynamo machine itself and in the leading wires, both of

which have been omitted, and must be added to the consumption
of energy in the previous calculation. If, then, the incandescent
lamp be, as Mr. Swan tells us it is, absolutely cheaper than gas,
how immensely cheaper must be the arc electric lamp.

It occurs to me that there is one reason which has been quite
overlooked why the small trace of air left in the earlier forms of
incandescent lamp always produced an ultimate rupture of the
carbon filament, which is this: it was supposed that the little air
would combine with the carbon and form carbonic acid ,gas, after
which no further burning away of the carbon would take place.
Such reasoning would be right enough if the carbon filament were at
a lower temperature, but at the very high temperature which the
centre of the carbon filament is at, dissociation of the carbonic acid
gas takes place, consequently we have carbonic acid gas being
constantly formed by the residual air combining with the carbon
where it is below the temperature of dissociation, and the splitting
again at the hottest portions of the carbon of the gas into carbon
and free oxygen, ready to combine again with the colder portion of
the carbon.

Experience alone can show whether in the Sprengel vacuum,
such as Mr. Swan employs, there is still sufficient air left to pro-
duce this effect; but certain I am that, if any practical amount of
air be left in the vacuum, the carbon will be burnt away.

Mr. MoULTON: There is a certain class of individuals who
have a right to be heard upon this question of electric lighting.
I mean the householders who desire a good light for domestic use.
As one of that body, who after all are objects of some interest to
those who are devoting themselves to the subject of electric light-
ing, I have looked eagerly for some form of electric light which
should satisfy the simple but definite conditions to which a house-
light must be subjected, but hitherto without success. To-night,
however, this want has been satisfied. I $o not think that any one
can see the lamps around us without feeling that such lamps quite
satisfy the wants of those who would be glad to see electric lighting
in ordinary-sized rooms. Having then the suitable article, the
question arises, Is it brought within our means 1 By that question
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I do not mean what is the actual cost of the electric current neces-
sary to produce it. The question how many webers you can get
through an ohm for a farthing is not the most important question
from our point of view. As I understand it, three of these lamps
are kept going by one horse-power, and to persons who really like
a pleasant steady light, one-third of a peDny per hour (which would
be the maximum cost on this hypothesis) cannot be considered very
extravagant. At all events, on fete days one might indulge oneself
to an hour's electric lighting on such terms. Thus having brought
the electric light within the price of luxuries, let us consider what
other expense a lamp like this is to a domestic consumer. In such
matters the main cost is due to the waste of time and trouble in the
management of the lamps, and the expense of obtaining a fresh
lamp in case of breakage, and in finding or training servants who
are sufficiently skilled to learn the details of the system, so that
one can rely on the light with as great certainty as we now rely on
gas. I do not want to be taught how Mr. Swan makes his lamps or
filaments: I am only too glad that some one will make them for us.
But I do want to know how Mr. Swan proposes that a lamp like
this shall be made to work successfully when there are none of those
skilled gentlemen present whom he mentioned as having given their
valuable assistance to him on this occasion. Will he kindly tell us
whether there is any difficult adjustment required in maintaining
the connections of the lamp, or how these connections should be
made % If he will just give a very brief sketch of the operations
necessary to be performed in the morning, so as to fit up the lights
ready for evening illumination, he will confer a very great boon on
those who stand in a similar position to myself.

Mr. C. F. VARLEY : Like many of the speakers this evening, I
would very much like to have some information from Mr. Swan
which I am afraid he will not feel it his duty to give. I would like
to ask him whether he has ascertained, and what is the tempera-
ture of the incandescent carbon threads when they are at their
present, or what may be called their practical brilliancy? Also
whether the carbon varies very much in its resistance at that tern-
perature from what it was at the temperature of the atmosphere,
which he said was about 150 ohms ?
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As to how he prepares the carbon, as to how he attaches the
carbon, and how he gets his final " vacuum," of course we are all
burning to know, but I presume that Mr. Swan will answer that he
cannot at present tell us without betraying his secrets too much.
Professor Ayrton has drawn attention to one subject which I think
has been too much overlooked, and which is the cause of the
carbons failing. If there be any gas capable of dissolving carbon
present in the so-called vacuum surrounding the carbon thread, the
high temperature will cause them to combine, and the difference of
potential of different parts of the thread will set up electrolytic
action. If it be oxygen that is present, carbonic abid and carbonic
oxide will be first formed: this will be decomposed into oxygen on
one side, and carbon on the other. The oxygen will then combine
with a fresh portion of carbon, forming carbonic oxide, thus eating
away the carbon thread at the more positive end. Every simple
known gas combines with carbon. If it be hydrogen that is present,
olefiant gas or marsh gas will be formed ; if it be oxygen, there
will be carbonic oxide or carbonic acid formed ; if it be nitrogen,
cyanogen will be produced ; if chlorine, chloride of carbon ; and I
do not think there is any gas or vapour that we can produce
(unless it be the vapour of one of the metals) that will not corrode
the carbon when it is incandescent. And therefore, in order to
exclude the uttermost trace of any gas that might combine with
the carbon, I would suggest to Mr. Swan the use of an attenuated
vapour of some non-decomposable metal.

A very great deal of difficulty is experienced by outsiders in
understanding the value of a certain light. It is customary to
compare an electric light with so many standard candles. This
process of comparing any great illuminant with a candle is a very
fallacious one. For example : if two or more common fishtail
burners be allowed to burn in a room behind an observer's back,
and "he is looking at a sheet of white paper illuminated by those
burners, when the two flames are brought into contact the paper
suddenly seems to receive a great accession of light. A critical
examination of that light, however, will show that the colour has
been reduced or degraded from a whitish light into a much redder
light. And now comes the question as to the value of light of
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different colours. Any person paying attention to the subject will
find that a red light is much more stimulatirg to the eye than what
is termed a white light, and therefore, when an electric light is
used to illuminate, a greater amount of light is actually required to
stimulate the eyes. This is one reason why the electric light is not
likely to be so economical as gas light; we want more of it.

The great features of Mr. Swan's light is that of being steady an.d
capable of distribution into a great number of small lights. The illu-
minating power of a lamp decreases with the square of the distance,
therefore the lamp that will give sufficient illumination at one
hundred yards will give ten times ten, or one hundred times, more
light than is required at a distance of ten yards. Therefore, the
greater number of lights, the better and the more uniform is the
illumination. A large number of small lights will therefore be
more economical than one or two enormous lights fixed a great
distance apart. For lighthouses one small light is all that is
required, and that light must be as bright as possible; but for
ordinary illumination a large number of small lights is evidently
the system that must be adopted.

Mr. SWAN, replying, said: Mr. President and gentlemen,—I
beg to thank Mr. Varley for the valuable suggestion he has thrown
out with reference to the means of improving the vacuum of the
lamp and rendering it inert towards the carbon. No doubt
Professor Ayrton and Mr. Varley are theoretically correct in
their remarks as to what goes on in the vacuum when the carbon
is in a state of incandescence. But the practical fact is,' the
vacuum we employ is of such a character that the carbons do
endure for a very considerable time. We have had some lamps
burning (with an interval of three weeks, during which they were
kept cold) since August 8th, i.e., during the evenings.

I will just make a general response to the many requests that
have been made that I should state precisely in what manner I
make the carbon filaments, by saying that I have patented the
method, or, rather, application for a patent has been made, and is
on the point of issue, when full publicity will be within reach of
all whom it may concern. I assure you that I am a very bad
secret keeper, and it is a relief to my mind to know that the publi-
cation of the information you all seek is so imminent.
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In reply to Mr. Moulton as to what should be done when a
lamp fails, I can best explain this by ocular demonstration. [A
specimen lamp was on the table before Mr. Swan, who released the
large glass globe used for subduing the brilliancy of the light, and
then simply lifted it out of its socket in the brass pedestal, exactly
as a candle would be slid out of a candlestick, and then replaced it
with equal facility by sliding another lamp down the pedestal to
its position, when it was instantaneously lighted, and then, by
replacing the covering- glass globe and securing it in the usual
manner, the whole operation was complete.] To explain, I may
say that if anything goes wrong, the lamp should be first taken out
of its socket, • and another lamp fetched from the store closet and
put in its place, as I have just shown you. That is an operation
which I do not think demands an amount of skill at all beyond the
capacity of an ordinary domestic servant.

As to the economy of my lamps (and here I will reply broadly
to Mr. Siemens and Professor Ayrton), I accept the statement
that it has been ascertained, not once, but many times, that one
horse-power will develop, by means of the arc light, fully a
thousand candle-power, and therefore I do not pretend to say
that my lamp compares in- economy with the arc light, where a
very powerful, and concentrated light is desired. I have not
spoken of getting more than 150 candle-light from one horse-
power. I may be able to get more, but at present I am satisfied
with that result, because I can divide it as I please, and I think
with Mr. Varley that small lights are so much more generally
useful than very large ones, as to be preferable, even if obtained at
a slightly greater cost light for light. It is much more economical
to have just as much light as you want than ten or a hundred
times more than you want, even though the cost of the larger
light may be less in proportion to its quantity than the smaller
light. The fact is that the two things are quite distinct. The
arc light is unquestionably more economical where it is applicable,
but there are cases, and they are very numerous, where email lights
are more useful than large ones; and considering the suitability
for ordinary purposes of such small light centres as can be produced
by means of my lamps, I think that we may be well satisfied with
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the amount of light we get, although it be less than we could get
in a concentrated form by means of the arc.

The arc light is something like a white elephant, for a great
many purposes. When you have obtained it you do not know
what to do with it. It is an admirable light for lighthouses, rail-
way stations, and large open out-door spaces; but I think there
caa be no question that for the lighting of houses and of shops
(and these are the chief purposes for which artificial light is
required) small lights rather than large ones provide the desi-
deratum, and, as I have said, are worth their extra cost. As to
the large lights at the British Museum, no doubt the reading-room
is one of the spaces suitable for lighting by means of the arc light,
and therefore the installation at that institution has been pronounced
a success. Probably the number of rooms so suitable is limited.

It is a great pleasure to me to hear the observations made by
Professor Tyndall. I had not been bold enough to imagine that
the electric light might be taken into the dangerous parts of a coal
mine : I felt that it was a matter requiring very great care and
caution, and that perhaps we were in danger of hoping too much in
that direction. But to hear Professor Tyndall (who has, I know,
gone minutely into the question of the application of the electric
light to coal-mining) say that he thinks it is not impracticable to
make use of such lights, if properly guarded, in the dangerous
parts of coal mines, affords me very great pleasure.

To confirm what has been stated as to the economy of the light
over gas, it is a very clear demonstration to this end to find that
it is possible by means of a gas engine, an electric generator, and
my lamp, to get absolutely more light from a given quantity of gas,
than would be obtained with the same quantity of gas burned in
the ordinary way for producing gaslight. I do not conceive that
a clearer demonstration of the economy of the electric light over
gas can be given than the fact stated.

SIR CHARLES T. BRIGHT : I am sure you will all accord a
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Swan for his paper. The silence
with which the paper was listened to, and the applause with
which the lighting of his lamps was met, showed the feeling of
this Society, which must be shared in by all present. The
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spirit of prophecy was indulged in for a moment by Mr. Swan.
I will take the same line for a moment, too, and venture to express
my belief that in five years we shall have the electric light in
familiar use in our houses. We have it already in our streets, and
I hope and think, also, that by the time I have mentioned we
shall have electricity used for some of the ordinary purposes of
tramway and railway conveyance.

I beg to propose the hearty vote of thanks of this meeting to
Mr. Swan.

Mr. LATIHEH, CLABK seconded the proposition.
The PRESIDENT: Gentlemen,— It has been proposed and

seconded that a hearty vote of thanks be accorded to Mr. Swan
for the very clear and beautiful paper he has given us to-night.
I only wish I had a quarter of an hour before me to say what I
have to say on the subject, but I will relieve you and satisfy
myself by simply expressing my great obligation to Mr. Swan
for the very great trouble and kindness with which he responded
to my request to come here and give this admirable and excellent
illustration which he has done to-night. For my part, I very much
prefer prophesying when I know. I do not like to indulge in
anticipation like Sir Charles Bright. I am one of those who up
to the present moment have not been satisfied with the solution of
the problem of the subdivision of the electric light, and I am also
one of those who are not quite satisfied with the utility of the
incandescent versus the arc light. But I very clearly see that
there are occasions or circumstances, such as have been alluded to
by Mr. Moulton and Mr. Swan, when certainly such a brilliant
light as that now before us will be a great advantage to those who
indulge in luxuries. It is as a luxury at present that we must
regard this light. It is not without a sphere of danger. I do not
agree with (and I am very sorry to differ from one from whom I
have gained so much instruction, and whose opinion I value so
much) Professor Tyndall that the electric light is adapted for coal
mines. It is quite impossible to carry powerful currents, such as
those now passing through the wires before us, through a colliery
laden with gases, without some chance of danger. Even in the
small experience of telegraphy, fire and danger have occurred from
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comparatively minute currents. Fatal cases have occurred caused
by incautious and foolish handling of lighting currents, or of the
exposed parts of an electric lamp. There was a case recently
on board the Livadia, another at Birmingham, and very nearly
another on the Thames Embankment. Several cases of serious
injury have occurred; and if the subdivision of the electric light
is to be carried out as prophesied by Sir Charles Bright and Mr.
Swan, it can only be, with our present knowledge, by the employ,
ment of such very high electro-rnotive forces as must necessarily
be dangerous to human life. Certainly in the case of coal mines
the employment of the electric light must be accompanied by
dangers in another direction. However, the question before us
to-night is the progress of the electric light. We have made a
distinct step forward. We have passed through the various stages
of electric lighting, from the first flickering, whizzing, noisy,
erratic, and troublesome lamp which was attempted to be shown in
this room, till we have this beautiful steady light which is now
before us, showing what a satisfactory advance has been made.
I have therefore great pleasure in offering to you for acceptation
the proposal of Sir Charles Bright, seconded by Mr. Latimer Clark,
that our most hearty thanks-be given to Mr. Swan for bringing
before us his latest achievements.

Carried with great applause.
A vote of thanks was also given to Mr. Crompton, Mr. Ward,

and Mr. Fleetwood for assistance rendered in making the exhibition
so successful.

The PRESIDENT then declared the meeting adjourned until
Wednesday, December 8th, when he proposed to bring forward the
recent advances made in the reproduction of sound by radiant
energy, and announced that at the same meeting, through the
kindness of Professor Bell (who himself hoped to be present), the
Photophone would be exhibited.


